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ABSTRACT5
The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Arctic Oscillation (AO) describe the domi-6
nant part of the variability in the Northern Hemisphere extratropical troposphere. Due to7
the strong connection of these patterns with surface climate, recent years have shown an8
increased interest and an increasing skill in forecasting them. However, it is unclear what9
the intrinsic limits of short-term predictability for the NAO and AO patterns are. This study10
compares the variability and predictability of both patterns, using a range of data and index11
computation methods for the daily NAO/AO indices. Small deviations from Gaussianity are12
found and characteristic decorrelation time scales of around one week. In the analysis of the13
Lyapunov spectrum it is found that predictability is not significantly different between the14
AO and NAO or between reanalysis products. Differences exist however between the indices15
based on EOF analysis, which exhibit predictability time scales around 12 - 16 days, and the16
station-based indices, exhibiting a longer predictability of 18 - 20 days. Both of these time17
scales indicate predictability beyond that currently obtained in ensemble prediction models18
for short-term predictability. Additional longer-term predictability for these patterns may19




The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Arctic Oscillation (AO) are spatio–23
temporal patterns of air mass variability in the North Atlantic region and the extratropical24
Northern Hemisphere, respectively (Hurrell 1995; Greatbatch 2000; Hurrell et al. 2001; Vis-25
beck et al. 2001). The NAO and AO patterns dominate the variability of the atmosphere26
on time scales of days to decades (Thompson and Wallace 2000; Thompson et al. 2000;27
Woollings et al. 2014). They arise as a signal of internal atmospheric variability, i.e. through28
the interaction between eddies and the mean flow (DeWeaver and Nigam 2000; Barnes and29
Hartmann 2010) and as a response to external forcing from e.g. the stratosphere (Bald-30
win and Dunkerton 1999, 2001; Black 2002; Kidston et al. 2015), the ocean (Visbeck 2002;31
Gastineau and Frankignoul 2015; Gulev and Latif 2015), and sea ice (Krahmann and Visbeck32
2003; Semenov and Latif 2015). In turn, the NAO exerts a forcing on the inter-annual and33
decadal variability of the ocean circulation (Eden and Jung 2001; Badin et al. 2003; Mecking34
et al. 2015; Delworth et al. 2017).35
The NAO governs the major weather patterns over the North Atlantic, North America,36
and Europe (Thompson and Wallace 2000; Visbeck et al. 2001). A negative phase of the37
NAO is associated with a large arching pattern of the jet stream over the North Atlantic38
and a southward-shifted storm track over Europe, leading to colder and drier than average39
weather in Northern Europe and wetter conditions in Southern Europe. A positive phase of40
the NAO is associated with an anomalous strength of the semi-stationary Icelandic low and41
Azores high pressure regions, favoring a more zonal jet stream over the North Atlantic and42
a northward shift of the storm track over Europe, bringing wetter and warmer weather to43
Northern Europe and dry weather to Southern Europe (Visbeck et al. 2001; Hurrell et al.44
2001). The AO instead pertains to the full longitudinal and latitudinal range and is closely45
related to the Northern Annular Mode (NAM) (Thompson and Wallace 2000; Gerber et al.46
2008a,b). AO variability is dominated by the variation in strength of the Icelandic low and47
the Aleutian low, which are in turn related to the NAO and the Pacific North America48
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(PNA) pattern, respectively (Thompson and Wallace 1998).49
Because of their success as a low-dimensional description of interactions between the50
ocean and the atmosphere on seasonal to multi–annual variability (Rodwell and Folland51
2002; Woollings et al. 2014), the NAO and AO patterns have been a focus of the atmospheric52
community for the past few decades. Still, in view of the increased efforts to predict weather53
phenomena benefitting the understanding of societal impacts, questions remain regarding54
the definition of the NAO/AO indices and their predictability.55
a. NAO/AO Index Definition56
The NAO and AO are usually defined in terms of surface pressure (e.g., Hurrell et al.57
2001) or geopotential height on a pressure level, usually 500hPa or 1000hPa (e.g., Kunz58
and Greatbatch 2013). Traditionally, the NAO has been defined as the pressure difference59
between meteorological stations in Iceland and the Azores (Thompson and Wallace 2000),60
here called the station-based index. One such index is used in this study (Cropper et al.61
2015). Other NAO definitions focus on large-scale spatio-temporal variability and employ62
an Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis of geopotential height or sea level pressure63
over the North Atlantic (Thompson and Wallace 2000; Hurrell et al. 2001), where the first64
Principal Component (PC1) time series serves as the NAO index. The AO is most often de-65
fined as the dominant EOF over the extratropical Northern Hemisphere, with the PC1 time66
series as the AO index. The advantage of the EOF analysis is the reduction of the dimen-67
sionality of the spatio-temporal variability, as the first PC corresponds to the spatial pattern68
explaining the most variance. The EOF-based definition however implies orthogonalization69
and hence linearization, at the cost of a (possible) loss of information about the nonlinearity,70
smaller scale variability and its time evolution. In addition, the values of the EOF-based71
indices may change slightly for including a longer or updated dataset. On the other hand,72
station-based indices lack the possibility to track the movement of the centers of action with73
the seasonal cycle, as will be addressed further in this study. Several different versions of the74
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indices based on EOF analysis exist (Baldwin and Thompson 2009), including regression on75
surface pressure or other atmospheric variables (Kunz and Greatbatch 2013), Rotated Prin-76
cipal Component Analysis and/or projection and truncation procedures in order to remove77
noise (e.g., Barnston and Livezey 1987). The question remains how the differences arising78
from the NAO and AO index definitions and the different available data sets may lead to79
differences in the variability and predictability of these indices.80
b. NAO/AO Predictability81
Due to the close link between the variability of NAO/AO indices and extratropical82
weather, the skillful prediction of these indices has become an important topic in research and83
in operational prediction, both for the NAO (e.g., Scaife et al. 2014) and the AO (Stockdale84
et al. 2015). While the weather over Europe tends to be particularly difficult to predict past85
time scales of about one week (Kolstad et al. 2015), recent advances have indicated that the86
influence of several teleconnections may significantly extend the predictability of the NAO87
(and possibly also the AO) on a variety of time scales. Recent studies point to significantly88
increased skill in dynamical forecast models on seasonal (Scaife et al. 2014) to annual time89
scales (Dunstone et al. 2016), as well as in statistical models (Hall et al. 2017). Candidates90
for external forcings are tropical variability in terms of the El Nin˜o Southern Oscillation91
(ENSO) in the tropical Pacific (Bro¨nnimann 2007; Scaife et al. 2014; Domeisen et al. 2015;92
Richter et al. 2015; Butler et al. 2016) and the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), a zonally93
propagating band of convective rainfall at the equator (Cassou 2008; Garfinkel et al. 2014),94
in addition to the stratosphere (Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001; Scaife et al. 2005; Stockdale95
et al. 2015), Arctic sea ice (Deser et al. 2000; Petoukhov and Semenov 2010; Gao et al. 2014;96
Sun et al. 2015) and solar variability (Thie´blemont et al. 2015).97
In the above mentioned studies, ensemble simulations are used to assess the skill of98
prediction systems using weather or climate prediction models. While numerical models99
provide a valuable indication of the inherent predictability of weather and climate indices,100
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it has recently been suggested that they may underestimate the predictability present in101
observations (Eade et al. 2014). It is therefore important to gain a sense of the day-to-day102
predictability inherent to the time series themselves. One approach to estimate the inherent103
predictability on a day-to-day basis is based on dynamical systems theory and consists of the104
computation of the Lyapunov exponents, which quantify the growth rate of perturbations105
in the reconstructed phase space of the system. The inverse of the Lyapunov exponents can106
thus be interpreted as an intrinsic time scale of the predictability of day-to-day variations.107
This method has been employed previously in the context of stratospheric variability by108
Badin and Domeisen (2014a,b). Note that the Lyapunov analysis gives an estimate of the109
short-term predictability, while the above mentioned remote forcing mechanisms may be110
able to further affect or extend predictable lead times for particular atmospheric conditions111
beyond the time scales indicated by the Lyapunov analysis.112
c. Goals of this Study113
The aim of this work is to address the following two questions: 1) What is the intrinsic114
time scale of day-to-day predictability for the NAO/AO in terms of the Lyapunov exponents?115
2) To what extent do the differing NAO/AO index definitions and data sets lead to changes116
in variability and predictability?117
To this end, we evaluate publicly available index time series of the NAO and the AO118
with at least daily resolution and compare them to time series derived proprietarily using119
EOF analysis and to station-based indices for the NAO. We show how differences in spatial120
resolution of the datasets and different index definitions imprint on variability expressed in121
common statistics and time series analysis tools. In addition, as a novel aspect for NAO/AO122
variability, we use Lyapunov exponents to quantify the predictability for the AO and NAO123
index time series.124
Section 2 presents the data and the methods used to compute the AO and NAO index125
time series. Section 3 introduces the statistics and data analysis tools used to quantify126
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variability and provides the theoretical background on Lyapunov spectra and how they can127
be used to assess predictability. The results regarding the AO and NAO variability and128
predictability are given in Section 4. Section 5 provides a discussion of the results in terms129
of the different data sets and index definitions and the predictability measure employed.130
2. Data Sources and Index Definitions131
In this section we describe the procedure used to calculate the daily EOF-based indices132
as well as the sources for the station-based and community versions of the NAO and the133
AO. Table 1 gives a list of the time series used for the analysis, and Fig. 1 shows excerpts134
from the resulting index time series.135
a. EOF–based Indices136
Daily mean values from the following reanalysis datasets are used: ERAInterim (Dee137
et al. 2011); ERA40 (Uppala et al. 2005); NCEP (Kalnay et al. 1998) (hereafter ‘NCEP1’);138
and NCEP-DOE AMIP-II (Kanamitsu et al. 2002) (hereafter ‘NCEP2’). For this study, all139
time series have been limited to the common time period 1 January 1979 to 31 December140
2001 (23 years), yielding a total of 8401 daily data points for each time series. The ERA- and141
NCEP- reanalysis families have a native spatial resolution of 0.75◦ and 2.5◦, respectively.142
The proprietary EOF-based NAO and AO indices are computed from 500hPa geopoten-143
tial height by limiting the area to 20◦ - 90◦N and additionally to 90◦W to 40◦E for the NAO,144
while for the AO the entire longitude range is used. The data is weighted by the square145
root of the cosine of latitude to account for the decreasing area towards the pole. The daily146
seasonal cycle climatology computed for the entire time period has been subtracted for each147
grid point. As a standard procedure for the EOF analysis, from each dataset, a linear trend148
is removed at every grid point. A singular value decomposition has been used to generate the149
EOF spatial patterns and the corresponding PC time series. The PC corresponding to the150
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EOF pattern explaining the most variance is defined as the NAO or AO index, respectively.151
The variance explained by the proprietary EOF patterns is shown in the first column of152
Table 2. Note that the variance explained is about twice as large for the NAO (15-16%) as153
compared to the AO (∼7.5%). This is likely related to a dominant weight of the AO in the154
North Atlantic.155
b. Community NAO and AO Indices156
In addition to the proprietary computation of the NAO and AO indices from reanalysis157
data, additional publicly available NAO and AO indices have been used: the EOF-based158
indices from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) computed from the NCEP/NCAR re-159
analysis (Kalnay et al. 1998) have been used for both the NAO and the AO. The leading160
AO pattern from CPC is computed from an EOF analysis applied to the de-seasonalized161
monthly mean 1000hPa height anomalies poleward of 20◦N from the NCEP/NCAR reanal-162
ysis, weighted by the square root of the cosine of latitude. Daily and monthly AO indices163
are then computed by projecting the daily and monthly mean 1000hPa height anomalies164
onto, and normalized with respect to, the leading monthly mode. The NAO index is165
computed using Rotated Principal Component Analysis on monthly standardized 500hPa166
geopotential height anomalies in the region 20 - 90◦N. The monthly teleconnection pat-167
terns are then linearly interpolated to the day in question. More information is available on168
the project webpage http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/daily_169
ao_index/history/method.shtml and in Barnston and Livezey (1987).170
c. Station–based Indices171
For the NAO, in addition a station-based time series was available (Cropper et al. 2015),172
based on a reconstruction of daily station-based data starting in 1850. The reconstruction173
uses daily sea level pressure observations from several stations in Iceland and the Azores.174
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The stations’ time series are corrected for altitudinal differences and the gaps are filled and175
homogenized with reanalysis data from the Twentieth Century Reanalysis Project (Compo176
et al. 2011) and European Mean Sea Level Pressure (Ansell et al. 2006).177
In order to better understand predictability from station–based indices, we also generate178
a proprietary station–based NAO index by linearly interpolating the ERAinterim mean sea179
level pressure (mslp) at the reference stations of Reykjavik and Ponta Delgada, the most180
relevant reference stations for the period 1979-2001 for the composite indices generated181
by Cropper et al. (2015) (see also Jones et al. (1997)). We call this index ERAi-RPD. The182
interpolation method (linear, nearest neighbor, spline) has no discernible effect on the index.183
To address the effect of the seasonal cycle on the centers of action for the station-based184
index, we generate another proprietary station–based index by replacing the Punta Delgada185
time series with the mslp time series from Lisbon (the more relevant winter location according186
to Hurrel, 1995) in the DJFM period of each year. We call the time series of this station-based187
index ERAi-RPDL.188
In order to render the large variety of different index time series comparable, the sign of189
the PC was reversed for the proprietary time series computed from ERA40 and ERAinterim190
data to match the sign of the time series from NCEP, CPC and the station-based indices.191
Finally, all index time series are normalized by removing their respective means and dividing192
by the standard deviations computed over the full analysis period.193
Neither the CPC indices nor any of the station-based indices, i.e. the Cropper index or194
the proprietary station–based indices derived from reanalysis, show evidence of linear trends.195
The least-squares fits yield trend estimates that explain less than 0.25% of the variance and196
are insignificant under a t–test with the degrees of freedom scaled by the decorrelation time197
scale (τE in Table 3) for each of these indices.198
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3. Methods199
a. Statistical and Spectral Analysis200
To assess how different data sets and index definitions reflect on the variability, we use201
common statistics (distributions and moments) as well as characteristic time scales derived202
from autocorrelation functions and spectral analysis. We use four different measures of the203
decorrelation time scale: (1) τE, the time when the time–lagged autocorrelation function of204
a time series crosses the value of e−1, i.e., the decorrelation time scale (e.g., Baldwin et al.205
(2003); Gerber et al. (2008a)), (2) τZC , the time when the autocorrelation function crosses206
zero, and (3) the first minimum of the mutual information (Fraser and Swinney 1986), which207
yields comparable results to τZC . We also compute (4) the integral time scale derived from208
the autocorrelation function τI = limτ→∞
∫
R(τ)dτ , where R is the autocorrelation function,209
τ is the time lag and the limit refers to a period of convergence. This quantity has been used210
previously to relate the Eulerian and Lagrangian time scales and the related length scales211
of large–scale planetary turbulence (Panchev 2016). Unlike τE and τZC , it also allows for212
an investigation of the long time scale behavior of the time series, as further discussed in213
Section 4c. The frequency spectra were computed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)214
method without windowing or spectral averaging and with zero-padding.215
b. Lyapunov Exponents as a Measure of Predictability216
This section gives a brief introduction to using Lyapunov exponents as a measure of217
predictability. For a more detailed description see e.g. Badin and Domeisen (2014a,b) and218
references therein.219
The spectrum of Lyapunov exponents is here calculated following the algorithm of Sano220
and Sawada (1985), which is based on the embedding theorem by Whitney (1936) and Takens221
(1981). Following this theorem, a time series x(t) spans a phase space that can be embedded222
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in an M -dimensional space defined by the delay coordinates223
~x(t) = {x(t), x(t+ τ), ..., x [t+ (M − 1)τ ]},
where τ is a time lag, also called delay time. For the maximum embedding dimension, the224
definition by Ruelle (1990)225
M = 2 log10N
is used, where N is the number of data points in the time series. The dynamics will lie on a226
strange attractor with (fractal) dimension D < M . For all AO and NAO time series in this227
study, a maximum embedding dimension of M = 8 has been used and the convergence of228
the results has been tested for different values of M .229
As a preparation for the computation of the Lyapunov spectrum, the time series have230
to first be split into periods of a suitable length, i.e. the delay time τ . Each period is231
assumed to contain the necessary information and typical behavior of the time series. For232
the computation of the Lyapunov exponents τ = τZC is used. To obtain an estimate of233
the sensitivity to variations in the delay time, the calculations were repeated for the values234
of τ − 2, τ − 1, τ + 1, τ + 2. The results are reported as the mean and standard deviation235
of this ensemble of calculations. Additional sensitivity tests were performed using the first236
minimum of the mutual information, leading to comparable results within error bars. The237
decorrelation time scale τE was however found to be too short for the convergence of the238
results and was thus not used.239
The Lyapunov spectrum λ1 ≥ ... ≥ λM is computed from the estimation of the rate of240
separation of the trajectories in the reconstructed phase space. For chaotic systems, the Lya-241
punov spectrum is characterized by at least one positive Lyapunov exponent, indicating an242
exponential separation of the trajectories and sensitivity to initial conditions. For stochastic243
systems, a positive Lyapunov exponent indicates the rate of separation between realizations244
of the system. In this sense, the inverse of the Lyapunov exponents are a natural measure245
for the predictability time scale of the system in question. Note however that a system may246
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be characterised by more than one positive Lyapunov exponent. An important quantity for247





where the index j is defined such that λ1 ≥ ... ≥ λj > 0. The quantity (1) is an upper249
bound for the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy (Pesin 1976) and thus for the loss of predictability250
of the system. In addition, λ+ can be used to estimate the dimension of the attractor in251
phase space where the dynamics take place, i.e. the Kaplan-Yorke dimension252
DKY = j +
λ+
|λj+1| (2)
(Kaplan and Yorke 1979). Qualitatively, DKY can be seen as a measure of complexity of253
the system. A system with a larger value of DKY will require a longer time series for the254
exploration of the entire phase space and to eventually ensure ergodicity. The convergence255
of DKY to a low value (DKY < M) will instead ensure full coverage of the strange attractor256
of the system. Finally, note that dissipative systems are characterised by a contraction of257
phase space and thus by a negative value of the sum of all Lyapunov exponents.258
4. Results259
We here present the NAO/AO index time series and the analysis of their variability and260
predictability, i.e. the statistical moments and probability distributions as well as frequency261
spectra quantifying the degree of departure from Gaussianity, the linear and nonlinear decor-262
relation time scales, and the predictability measures by means of Lyapunov exponents.263
a. The NAO/AO Index Time Series264
Figure 1 gives several examples of the NAO and AO index time series used in this study265
for the time period 01-Jan-1979 to 31-Dec-1980. As the proprietary EOF-based time series266
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are visually indistinguishable for the different reanalysis data sets (ERAinterim, ERA40,267
NCEP1, NCEP2), ERAinterim is chosen to represent the other reanalyses (Fig. 1b,d). The268
AO and NAO time series show a similar variability, indicating that the AO time series may269
be dominated by North Atlantic variability.270
While the CPC and proprietary EOF-based indices show a similar variability, the most271
striking difference can be observed between the EOF-based indices and the station-based272
NAO indices, which show a more pronounced high frequency variability. This difference arises273
either due to the use of localized observation sites or due to the contribution of additional274
linear or nonlinear modes of variability that are filtered out when using EOF-based indices.275
The last column in Table 2 indicates the correlation coefficient between the station-276
based Cropper NAO time series and the other datasets. As expected, the NAO time series277
are generally more strongly correlated with the Cropper NAO index. Among the EOF-based278
indices, the strongest correlation with Cropper is observed for the NAO PC NCEP2 time279
series. Interestingly though, the NAO indices exhibit correlations with Cropper that are280
only marginally stronger than for the AO time series.281
b. Distributions and Central Moments282
The probability density functions (PDFs) for the NAO and AO normalized by the stan-283
dard deviation are shown in Fig. 2. Table 2 gives the basic properties for all time series.284
Due to the normalization, all time series exhibit zero mean and a standard deviation of 1.285
The comparison to a Gaussian distribution are here given by the skewness as a measure of286
the symmetry of the data about its mean and the kurtosis as a measure of the tails of the287
data in the probability distribution (reported as the deviation from the kurtosis value of 3288
for a normalized Gaussian distribution).289
All proprietary EOF-based time series show a closely aligned negative skewness (-0.21290
to -0.33), and ERAinterim is therefore chosen to represent the PDFs of the other reanalysis291
products (ERA40, NCEP1, NCEP2) in Fig. 2. Woollings et al. (2010a) report a value of292
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-0.23 for the NAO computed from EOF analysis for 500hPa geopotential height anomalies293
over the Atlantic. Similar values are found here, indeed, this value lies within the error294
bars for all indices. Note however the small positive skewness of the AO PC from CPC,295
reminiscent of the smaller skewness reported in Woollings et al. (2010a) for using sea level296
pressure as compared to 500hPa.297
The standard error of skewness for a normal distribution (following Cramer (1998);298
Woollings et al. (2010a); Sura and Hannachi (2015)) can for the sample size in this study be299
approximated as
√
6/N , with N the estimate of the number of independent samples in the300
time series, here evaluated through the characteristic time scale. Using τE and τZC for the301
characteristic time scale yields errors between 0.06 and 0.29, respectively. The error values302
reported in Table 2 are based on τZC from Table 3. The error margins indicate that the303
deviation of the skewness from zero is marginally greater than the standard error for most304
time series.305
All proprietary time series (for both the AO and NAO) exhibit kurtosis values above 3306
(Table 2), indicating weaker tails and more frequent values closer to the mean, while the307
Cropper and CPC time series show a kurtosis slightly below Gaussian. Note however that308
the error bounds (here estimated as
√
24/N following Sura and Hannachi (2015); Cramer309
(1998)) for the kurtosis are generally on the same order as the deviations from Gaussianity,310
especially for the NAO. The highest kurtosis values are observed for the proprietary station-311
based indices.312
These results are consistent with the findings of Sura and Hannachi (2015) (their Fig. 2)313
who find that midlatitude 500hPa geopotential height generally exhibits a negative skewness,314
while positive skewness dominates the tropics and polar regions, especially for boreal winter315
(Dec - Feb). For the kurtosis, the small deviation from Gaussianity can be expected as316
the southern part of the North Atlantic and the North Pacific are dominated by positive317
kurtosis, while negative kurtosis values dominate further north (Sura and Hannachi 2015).318
In order to further evaluate the differences between the station-based and the EOF-based319
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indices, the residuals from subtracting the NAO PC NCEP2 time series from the Cropper320
NAO time series are computed. The residuals exhibit a weakly negative skewness (-0.09)321
and an almost Gaussian kurtosis (2.97), indicating that the shorter term variability observed322
in the Cropper time series remains dominated by the negative sign of the NAO index, but to323
a much weaker extent, while the deviation from Gaussianity in the kurtosis of the PC-based324
indices has been removed.325
The analysis shows that the state of the NAO has a tendency towards negative values,326
while strong positive values of the NAO pattern tend to occur less frequently. This can327
in part be explained by the experience that many teleconnection patterns are observed to328
project onto the negative phase of the NAO, such as e.g. El Nin˜o (Bro¨nnimann 2007). For329
La Nin˜a, the projection onto the NAO is less clear (Butler and Polvani 2011) and it has been330
suggested that only strong La Nin˜a events have a detectable impact on the stratosphere (Iza331
et al. 2016). It is also possible that other dominant weather patterns over the North Atlantic,332
as the ones described in Woollings et al. (2010b), project more dominantly onto the negative333
phase of the NAO. It has also been shown that the skewness of jet latitude, which is closely334
connected to the NAO, decreases with increasing jet latitude (Barnes and Hartmann 2010;335
Barnes and Polvani 2013; Hannachi et al. 2012).336
For the winter season, Scaife et al. (2016) find that SSW events project onto higher337
absolute values of the (negative) NAO as compared to the positive values obtained for the338
NAO for strong polar vortex events. The hypothesis that stratospheric influence contributes339
to extreme NAO events is supported by the finding that the tails of the NAO distribution are340
more pronounced during boreal midwinter, when SSW and strong vortex events occur. When341
limiting the EOF-based NAO time series from ERAinterim to Dec - Feb, the skewness reaches342
a value of -0.35 (as compared to -0.31 for the full year) and the kurtosis becomes negative343
(-0.34), indicating heavier tails, i.e. more variability in the NAO index. When considering344
summer months only (JJA), the distribution is closer to Gaussian, with a negative skewness (-345
0.31) and an almost Gaussian kurtosis (+0.04) (not shown). Note that the strongest skewness346
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is observed for the proprietary station-based ERAi-RPDL time series (-0.36), i.e. stronger347
than the Cropper and ERAi-RPD time series that do not follow the seasonal movement348
of the NAO centers of action, indicating that tracking the centers that are most strongly349
linked to the winter NAO yields the stronger negative skewness. The notion that there350
may be enhanced predictability during winter as compared to summer can be confirmed in351
Atmospheric General Circulation model prediction studies, e.g. Zuo et al. (2016) find that352
the predictability of the AO/NAO index is highest in boreal winter (Dec - Mar) and lowest in353
Aug - Nov. The summer NAO has been less studied, although it has a significant connection354
to weather over Europe and the Mediterranean (Folland et al. 2009; Blade´ et al. 2012).355
c. Decorrelation Time Scales356
We here estimate the decorrelation behavior for the NAO and AO index time series. Table357
3 shows the decorrelation time scale τE and the first zero of the autocorrelation function τZC .358
Fig. 3 shows the first 60 days of the autocorrelation functions for the time series for the AO359
(top) and the NAO (bottom). The CPC time series has the longest decorrelation time of360
9 (7) days for the AO (NAO), though all time series show a very similar and exponential361
decorrelation behavior within this timeframe. For comparison, the dotted black lines in362
Fig. 3 indicate an exponential decay of e−t/τ , where τ = 3, 10 days. The standard error363
for the autocorrelation is estimated for ERAinterim following Box et al. (1994) and is on364
the order of 0.025 for 30 days for both the AO and the NAO and encompasses all the other365
proprietary time series.366
For the AO CPC time series, the autocorrelation function reaches zero considerably later367
than for the other AO time series, while for the NAO CPC it is comparable to the other368
NAO time series. The AO CPC time series therefore exhibits a considerably longer τZC :369
Although the initial decay is close to exponential, the decay slows after about 12 days and370
reaches zero only after 121 days. This difference for the AO time series is possibly due to371
the different level at which the index was computed: the NAO was computed at 500hPa for372
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all EOF-based time series, while the AO index was computed at 1000hPa for the CPC time373
series, but at 500hPa for all other time series. For the station-based Cropper NAO index,374
τZC is reached earlier than for the other time series, i.e. after 28 days, comparable to τZC375
for the proprietary AO time series. The proprietary station-based indices ERAi-RPD and376
ERAi-RPDL show an autocorrelation behavior and τZC values in between the EOF-derived377
indices and the Cropper index, but closer to the latter. Overall, τZC for the EOF-based NAO378
is considerably larger than for the AO, with the exception of the surface AO time series.379
Fig. 4 shows the integrated decorrelation curves. The decorrelation time scales τI esti-380
mated from the curves are listed in Table 3. The proprietary EOF-based indices for the AO381
and NAO time series show a consistent behavior: the curves reach convergence after the first382
30-60 days (i.e. on sub-seasonal to seasonal time scales) at a value of τI ∼7 days, compara-383
ble to the time scales obtained for τE. This corresponds to time scales of typical weather384
disturbance life cycles and to the predictability typically obtained in ensemble weather pre-385
diction models. After that, however, the integral curves begin to rise again and saturate386
after about 1100 days (∼3 years) at a value of τI ∼20-25 (19-21) days for the AO (NAO),387
respectively. The emergence of two separate decorrelation time scales is reminiscent of Kunz388
and Greatbatch (2013), who found that the response of the Northern Annular Mode (NAM)389
surface signal to stratospheric forcing results in two separate decay time scales of the signal:390
the quasi-geostrophic adjustment mechanism (short time scales of a few days to weeks) and391
the tropospheric eddy feedback (time scales of several weeks). Keeley et al. (2009) also find392
that the persistence at time scales around 10 - 30 days is to a large degree due to external393
forcing.394
The CPC indices behave differently. The AO CPC shows no initial convergence (i.e.,395
no time scale is indicated in Table 3), reaches a maximum of 37 days after 3 years and396
then decreases to a value of about 28 days. The NAO CPC integral time scale saturates397
after about 60 days to a value of about 8 days and then exhibits fluctuations of increasing398
amplitude for the remainder of the time period. The lack of the shorter time scale may be399
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the result of the additional processing in the CPC calculation.400
The NAO Cropper time series as well as the proprietary station–based indices ERAi-401
RPD and ERAi-RPDL saturate quickly, in a month, to a small value of about 5–6 days and402
after three years begins to decrease suggestive of underlying long term variability. Possibly,403
the influence of the local processes or nonlinear variability and instrumental noise in the404
Cropper time series leads to a faster decorrelation. The consistent results for the ERAi-405
RPD and ERAi-RPDL support this conjecture.406
d. Power Spectra407
Figure 5 shows the power spectra for the different AO and NAO time series. After the408
removal of the red part of the spectrum by detrending and de-seasoning, the spectra become409
nearly flat at frequencies lower than semi-annual, indicating that the remaining variability410
at these frequencies is an atmospheric white noise - type variability. Note the higher power411
at the lowest resolved frequency (∼10 - 20 years) in the spectra of the EOF-derived indices412
as compared to the station-based indices. This long–term component is not present in the413
station-based NAO indices, which may indicate a smaller contribution of oceanic variability414
such as e.g. the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO, Kerr 2000) or solar teleconnections415
(Thie´blemont et al. 2015).416
At higher frequencies, the spectra show a power–law decay as described in more detail417
below. For the AO, at sub-seasonal time scales (10 to 60 days), the spectra exhibit slopes418
approaching -1 (Fig. 5, dashed line). Slopes of -1 are characteristic for systems with long419
memory, which can be due to correlated point processes. Components of the climate system420
that exhibit -1 slopes include the Southern Hemisphere stratospheric polar vortex (Badin421
and Domeisen 2014b), sea surface temperature variability beyond one year (Fraedrich and422
Blender 2003) and the velocity fluctuations of sea ice (Gabrielski et al. 2015). These processes423
are often modeled as stochastic systems (Weissman 1988). For even shorter time scales, the424
spectra decay quickly to slopes close to -3 or steeper.425
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For the NAO time series, the EOF-derived indices yield similar results, also for the426
spectra, therefore ERAInterim is again chosen to represent ERA40/NCEP1/NCEP2. The427
NAO spectra tend to be steeper than the AO spectra at sub-seasonal time scales, with slopes428
approaching -2 (red noise). In comparison to the proprietary indices, the CPC spectra tend429
to decay faster at short time scales.430
The faster decay of the NAO time series at sub-seasonal time scales as compared to the431
AO time series indicates an enhanced persistence of the extratropical Northern Hemisphere432
outside of the North Atlantic. Tropical influence may be a factor, where e.g. the ENSO433
influence is stronger in the North Pacific as compared to the North Atlantic. Analyzing the434
autocorrelation time scales for the PNA however yields no significant difference in comparison435
to the NAO (not shown), indicating that the additional persistence may not arise from the436
North Pacific. Another possible contributor to enhanced persistence is the land surface437
over the large continents, for example in terms of soil moisture (Hirschi et al. 2010; Orth438
and Seneviratne 2014) or snow cover (Cohen and Entekhabi 1999), which can influence the439
atmospheric circulation and predictability.440
The slopes of -1 are suggestive of a somewhat higher predictability for the AO in com-441
parison to the NAO, as a result of the correlations in the time series which are responsible442
for the observed slopes. The transition from slope -1 to slope -3 that can be observed for443
the AO time series around time scales of about 10 days also tends to be typical of time444
series of the full longitudinal range for the Southern Hemisphere stratosphere (Badin and445
Domeisen 2014b), while the Northern Hemisphere stratosphere transitions to a steeper slope446
of -2 already at time scales of 100 days (Badin and Domeisen 2014a).447
The station-based time series for the NAO again show a unique behavior: while all other448
time series show a decay with slope -2 for time scales down to 2 weeks, the spectra of the449
station-based indices at short time scales remain at a constant slope of -2, indicating the450




Finally, we quantify the predictability from the Lyapunov exponents. The Lyapunov454
spectra for the AO and NAO are shown in Figure 6. The main results are summarised455
in Table 3. All index time series have two positive Lyapunov exponents, except for the456
station-based NAO time series, which only have one. For the station-based NAO indices457
the Lyapunov spectrum decays faster than for the PC-based indices, which all exhibit very458
comparable Lyapunov spectra. All AO and NAO time series exhibit negative values for the459
sum of the Lyapunov exponents (Table 3, 4th column), in agreement with the dissipative460
nature of the system. The values for the EOF-based indices range from −0.79± 0.03 for the461
NAO PC CPC time series to −0.99± 0.04 days−1 for the NAO PC ERAinterim and ERA40462
time series. A very different behaviour is once again found for the station-based NAO time463
series, which exhibit values for the sum of the Lyapunov exponents between −2.29 and −2.36464
days−1.465
The characteristic time scale of predictability (computed from the inverse of the sum of466
all positive Lyapunov exponents) is shown in Figure 7 and listed in Table 3. For the AO,467
the time scale of predictability lies between 11 – 12 days. For the NAO, the predictability468
values are marginally longer, yielding time scales of 12 – 13 days. The error bars for both469
the AO and the NAO tend to be largest for ERA40. The only time series that stand out470
are again the station-based NAO time series, which have a longer predictability time scale471
of 18-20 days. Note that the values for the station-based time series lie outside of the error472
margin of the EOF-based time series, while the error margins of the EOF-based time series473
encompass each other.474
Table 3 also reports, for comparison, the characteristic time scale for predictability com-475
puted from the largest Lyapunov exponent only. The predictability time scales are extended476
by ∼4-5 days in comparison to the time scales computed from the sum of the positive Lya-477
punov exponents. In more detail, for the AO, the values range from ∼16 days for the NCEP2478
time series to ∼17 days for ERA40. For the NAO, the values range from ∼16 days for the479
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CPC and NCEP2 time series to ∼18 days for ERAinterim. The values for the station-based480
NAO time series are the same as for the sum of the positive Lyapunov exponents, since these481
time series only exhibit one positive exponent.482
The estimated KY-Dimension defined by equation (2) is shown as the last column in483
Table 3. The values for the EOF-based AO and NAO are comparable for all time series,484
ranging from ∼3.7 for the NAO PC ERA time series to ∼4.17 for the AO PC NCEP2 time485
series. The station-based NAO time series stand out also for this measure, with a lower486
value of 2.5-2.8. All values of DKY fulfill DKY < M , ensuring full exploration of the phase487
space of the system and thus a correct characterisation of the Lyapunov spectra.488
5. Summary and Discussion489
In this study, we have assessed the variability and predictability of the North Atlantic490
Oscillation (NAO) and the Arctic Oscillation (AO). We use the longest common time period491
(23 years) for the available daily indices and focus on the differences between the datasets492
and methods employed to generate the index time series. The proprietary NAO and AO493
index time series are defined as the first principal component of geopotential height anomalies494
at 500hPa from the ERA40, ERAInterim, NCEP1 and NCEP2 reanalysis products. Their495
properties are then compared to the NAO and AO indices from the Climate Prediction496
Center (CPC) and several station-based NAO indices. We quantify the variability of the497
time series using probability density functions, correlations and power spectra, and to assess498
predictability, we use Lyapunov exponents.499
While the indices derived from EOF analysis have the advantage of predominantly rep-500
resenting the large-scale variability, they are also subject to a high degree of processing in501
terms of linearization and smoothing. We suggest that the additional processing may lead502
to a decrease in the predictability time scales obtained from the Lyapunov analysis. The503
station-based indices, on the other hand, exhibit more high-frequency variability and a higher504
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degree of predictability.505
In more detail, we find that for the proprietary EOF-based indices the exponential decay506
scale of the autocorrelation and the integral time scale τI is about a week. There is however507
a second characteristic linear time scale indicated by the zero-crossing of the autocorrelation508
function τZC (∼30 days for the AO and ∼55 days for the NAO) and the long-term maximum509
of the integral time scale (20-25 days for both indices). The emergence of a secondary510
timescale is especially evident in the autocorrelation function for the CPC AO at 1000hPa:511
It decays exponentially up to time scales of around 12 days and then follows a slower decay.512
This surface behavior is reminiscent of the two time scales of the NAM response found513
in Kunz and Greatbatch (2013), indicating that the tropospheric eddy feedback may be514
responsible for the slower decay at weekly to monthly time scales. Keeley et al. (2009) also515
find external forcing to contribute significantly to additional persistence at time scales of516
around a month. The persistence is suggested to arise as a response to the influence of517
teleconnections from the upper atmosphere, the tropics, and the ocean (see Results). In518
addition, Gerber et al. (2008a) show that the deviation from the exponential decay for the519
NAM is more evident in winter (their Fig. 3). Given that the AO signal obtained in our520
analysis is likely dominated by the winter variability, this could explain the deviation from521
the exponential decay. The strong evidence of this signal at the surface as compared to522
the mid-troposphere may arise through the surface intensification of the signal, which can523
be observed during stratospheric influence during winter (Baldwin and Dunkerton 1999;524
Kidston et al. 2015).525
Notably, the station - based NAO time series exhibit the shortest decorrelation time scale526
of about 5-6 days, and no second maximum of τI . The faster decorrelation may be due to527
local atmospheric processes, nonlinearities or instrumental noise.528
We also find that all time series show a small deviation from Gaussianity, especially in529
terms of their negative skewness, while the deviation from Gaussianity in the kurtosis is less530
clear. The negative skewness confirms earlier results by Woollings et al. (2010a) and Sura531
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and Hannachi (2015) and can likely again be attributed to external processes which tend to532
project onto the negative signature and the tails of the NAO and AO distributions.533
The non-Gaussian part of the behavior of the PDFs may be a signature of the non-534
stationarity or a non-linearity of the underlying system. Wunsch (1999) investigated over535
130 years of a station–based NAO index time series arguing that apparent non–stationarity536
(e.g., trends) can be an artefact of the weakly red nature of the underlying stochastic process.537
The higher power at the lowest frequencies of the EOF-derived indices as compared to the538
station-based indices for long time scales can possibly be attributed to solar teleconnections539
(Thie´blemont et al. 2015) and Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (Kerr 2000), which can540
however not be fully resolved by the time series analyzed here.541
In terms of the predictability measures used here, the differences between the AO and542
the NAO tend to be negligible. Both exhibit predictive time scales of ∼12 days for using the543
positive Lyapunov exponents, and time scales of ∼17 days for using the largest Lyapunov544
exponent only. Likewise, using an EOF-based definition of the AO close to the surface545
(1000hPa) and at 500hPa does not change the result in terms of the predictability time546
scale. This is more surprising given the differences obtained for the decorrelation measures.547
This result again only differs for the station-based indices, yielding a predictability time548
scale of 18 - 20 days, which is outside of the error bars of the predictability time scales for549
the other examined indices.550
In summary, both the emergence of a secondary timescale and the deviations from Gaus-551
sianity confirm recent studies that have hinted at a variety of remote influences onto the552
NAO that could significantly extend the predictable lead times on sub-seasonal time scales,553
especially in winter. Although the recent focus has been on the NAO, this study suggests554
that the same is true for the AO. Note that remote influences from e.g. the stratosphere555
and the tropics as well as local feedbacks can alter or extend predictability for particular556
atmospheric conditions, and that statistical longer term predictability is not captured by the557
Lyapunov analysis method employed in this study.558
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One fundamental result of our work is that computing the NAO or AO index time series559
using different reanalysis products does not change any of the statistics significantly. This560
may be surprising given the differences in e.g. spatial resolution (nominal resolutions of 2.5◦561
and 0.75◦ for the NCEP and ERA reanalysis families). As the NAO/AO are large-scale562
features, this can likely be explained by the smoothing over the small-scale differences in563
the data. On the other hand, the method of index retrieval tends to matter, as can be564
observed from comparing the proprietary EOF-based indices to the indices from CPC and565
the station-based indices.566
The analysis of the proprietary station-based indices indicates that predictability is in-567
deed influenced by the index retrieval, with station-based indices exhibiting higher pre-568
dictability than EOF-based indices. However, the construction of a station-based index that569
appropriately spans the seasonal variability of the NAO centers of action is a more complex570
issue, as indicated by the (comparably basic) ERAi-RPDL index that uses different stations571
depending on the season. The search for the appropriate index opens up a range of ques-572
tions and will have to be addressed in more detail in the future. Overall, however, it has573
become clear that even when using reanalysis data to construct an artificial station-based574
index (as compared to the station-based Cropper index), predictability remains higher than575
for EOF-based indices.576
While the analysis of the Lyapunov spectra and the characteristic period associated with577
the inverse sum of the positive Lyapunov exponents gives hints about the predictability of578
the system, more comprehensive studies of the nonlinear character of the system will be579
needed. For example, the system under consideration could present non-trivial scaling in580
time, i.e. being multi-fractal rather than (mono-)fractal. In this case, the growth of fluctua-581
tions follows power laws rather than exponential laws, for which there are no characteristic582
time scales and which are characterised by an infinite number of exponents. Moreover, if the583
system is multifractal, it will allow for intermittency, which can be responsible for the loss584
of predictability, see e.g. Badin and Domeisen (2016). Further, in a turbulent system the585
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largest Lyapunov exponent is likely to be associated with small scales, and the error growth586
associated with this will saturate at small scales, posing a limit to the information than can587
be inferred from the Lyapunov spectra, see e.g. Vallis (2006).588
As one of the main results of this study, we can conclude that the method for comput-589
ing the NAO/AO time series has a significantly greater impact on the general properties590
and predictability of a time series than the use of differing reanalysis products. Since the591
stratosphere has been suggested to exert significant contributions to NAO/AO variability,592
this finding may be relevant to the upcoming SPARC (Stratosphere-troposphere Processes593
And their Role in Climate) Reanalysis Intercomparison Project (S-RIP) study. A planned594
future study will compare the obtained time scales to NAO/AO indices from model inter-595
comparisons.596
Note that it is not straightforward to compare the predictive time scales obtained in this597
study to the measures that tend to be used for ensemble prediction (e.g. anomaly correlation598
coefficients). However, it is clear that predictability time scales of 16 - 20 days are beyond599
what is currently possible to reliably forecast with ensemble weather prediction systems600
(Kolstad et al. 2015). This hints at the possibility that there may be more day-to-day601
predictability in the system than currently found in weather prediction models, and that602
knowing the nature of the observed processes may significantly influence their predictability.603
This is consistent with Eade et al. (2014); Scaife et al. (2014) who underline the presence604
of unexploited predictability due to the low signal-to-noise ratio in state-of-the-art weather605
prediction models as compared to observations.606
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1 Overview of the time series used in this study for the AO (top) and the NAO821
(bottom). 35822
2 Basic properties of the time series and probability density distributions: The823
variance explained by the EOF analysis [%] (the star denotes a slightly differ-824
ent computation period, i.e. 1979-2000), the maximum and minimum values825
of the time series, the skewness and the kurtosis (deviation from the value of826
3 for a normalized Gaussian distribution), and the correlation coefficient with827
the station-based Cropper NAO time series. 36828
3 Autocorrelation and predictability measures for the AO and NAO: The expo-829
nential decay time scale τE [days], the zero-crossing decay time τZC [days], the830
integral decorrelation time scales τI [days] given as the mean over the first 30–831
60 days of the autocorrelation function (first value) and the mean over the last832
185 days (second value; - indicates that no convergence is reached), the sum833
of the Lyapunov exponents Σiλi [days
−1], the inverse of the sum of all posi-834
tive Lyapunov exponents [days], the inverse of the largest positive Lyapunov835
exponent [days], and the Kaplan-Yorke dimension DKY [dimensionless]. 37836
35
Table 1. Overview of the time series used in this study for the AO (top) and the NAO
(bottom).
Name Method Data source
AO
PC CPC 1st PC of 1000hPa geopot height anom NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
PC ERAinterim 1st PC of 500hPa geopot height anom ERAinterim, proprietary
PC ERA40 1st PC of 500hPa geopot height anom ERA40, proprietary
PC NCEP1 1st PC of 500hPa geopot height anom NCEP1, proprietary
PC NCEP2 1st PC of 500hPa geopot height anom NCEP2, proprietary
NAO
Cropper station-based various
ERAi-RPD station-based (Reykjavik, Ponta Delgada) ERAinterim, proprietary
ERAi-RPDL station-based (Reykjavik, Ponta Delgada, Lisbon) ERAinterim, proprietary
PC CPC 1st PC of 500hPa geopot height anom NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
PC ERAinterim 1st PC of 500hPa geopot height anom ERAinterim, proprietary
PC ERA40 1st PC of 500hPa geopot height anom ERA40, proprietary
PC NCEP1 1st PC of 500hPa geopot height anom NCEP1, proprietary
PC NCEP2 1st PC of 500hPa geopot height anom NCEP2, proprietary
36
Table 2. Basic properties of the time series and probability density distributions: The
variance explained by the EOF analysis [%] (the star denotes a slightly different computation
period, i.e. 1979-2000), the maximum and minimum values of the time series, the skewness
and the kurtosis (deviation from the value of 3 for a normalized Gaussian distribution), and
the correlation coefficient with the station-based Cropper NAO time series.
var expl max min skewness kurtosis - 3.0 corr(Cropper)
AO
PC CPC 19* 4.11 -4.32 0.04 ± 0.29 0.64 ± 0.59 0.55
PC ERAint 7.3 3.61 -4.21 -0.21 ± 0.15 0.50 ± 0.29 0.58
PC ERA40 7.4 3.61 -4.23 -0.20 ± 0.15 0.51 ± 0.30 0.58
PC NCEP1 7.6 3.62 -4.28 -0.23 ± 0.15 0.51 ± 0.29 0.60
PC NCEP2 7.6 3.66 -4.30 -0.23 ± 0.14 0.51 ± 0.29 0.60
NAO
Cropper - 3.21 -3.86 -0.24 ± 0.14 -0.11 ± 0.28 1.00
ERAi-RPD - 3.35 -4.71 -0.30 ± 0.15 0.68 ± 0.31 0.91
ERAi-RPDL - 3.74 -4.59 -0.36 ± 0.18 0.91± 0.36 0.83
PC CPC - 2.81 -3.42 -0.18 ± 0.20 -0.19 ± 0.40 0.56
PC ERAint 15.6 3.22 -3.81 -0.31 ± 0.20 0.43 ± 0.40 0.66
PC ERA40 15.7 3.24 -3.86 -0.31 ± 0.20 0.44 ± 0.40 0.66
PC NCEP1 16.1 3.12 -3.83 -0.32 ± 0.20 0.47 ± 0.40 0.67
PC NCEP2 16.0 3.11 -3.85 -0.33 ± 0.20 0.47 ± 0.40 0.67
37
Table 3. Autocorrelation and predictability measures for the AO and NAO: The exponential
decay time scale τE [days], the zero-crossing decay time τZC [days], the integral decorrelation
time scales τI [days] given as the mean over the first 30–60 days of the autocorrelation
function (first value) and the mean over the last 185 days (second value; - indicates that no
convergence is reached), the sum of the Lyapunov exponents Σiλi [days
−1], the inverse of the
sum of all positive Lyapunov exponents [days], the inverse of the largest positive Lyapunov
exponent [days], and the Kaplan-Yorke dimension DKY [dimensionless].
τE τZC τI Σiλi 1/λ+ 1/λmax DKY
AO
PC CPC 9 121 -/28 -0.85 ± 0.02 12 ± 1 16.9 ± 0.5 4.03 ± 0.02
PC ERAinterim 7 30 7/23 -0.87 ± 0.03 12 ± 1 16.6 ± 0.4 3.99 ± 0.08
PC ERA40 7 32 7/25 -0.88 ± 0.02 12 ± 2 17.0 ± 0.5 3.98 ± 0.09
PC NCEP1 7 30 7/22 -0.80 ± 0.02 11 ± 1 16.1 ± 0.5 4.16 ± 0.06
PC NCEP2 7 29 7/20 -0.80 ± 0.02 11 ± 1 16.0 ± 0.6 4.17 ± 0.05
NAO
Cropper 5 28 5/- -2.36 ± 0.03 20 ± 2 20.0 ± 2.0 2.50 ± 0.05
ERAi-RPD 6 33 6/- -2.34 ± 0.04 20 ± 2 20.0 ± 2.0 2.50 ± 0.10
ERAi-RPDL 5 46 6/- -2.29 ± 0.06 18 ± 2 18.0 ± 2.0 2.80 ± 0.20
PC CPC 7 56 8/10 -0.79 ± 0.03 12 ± 2 16.2 ± 0.8 4.13 ± 0.07
PC ERAinterim 6 56 7/20 -0.99 ± 0.04 13 ± 2 18.0 ± 1.0 3.70 ± 0.10
PC ERA40 6 56 7/21 -0.99 ± 0.04 13 ± 5 17.6 ± 0.9 3.70 ± 0.20
PC NCEP1 6 55 7/21 -0.88 ± 0.03 12 ± 2 16.6 ± 0.4 4.00 ± 0.08
PC NCEP2 6 55 7/19 -0.89 ± 0.03 12 ± 2 16.2 ± 0.6 4.00 ± 0.10
38
List of Figures837
1 Daily index time series of the AO (a,b) and NAO (c–f) for 01-Jan-1979 to838
31-Dec-1980. Panels (a) and (c) show the time series for CPC, while pan-839
els (b) and (d) show the proprietary time series for ERAinterim. Panel (e)840
shows the NAO time series for the station-based Cropper time series and (f)841
shows the proprietary station-based NAO time series ERAi-RPDL (see text842
for description). 39843
2 Probability density functions (PDFs) for the index time series of the NAO and844
the AO normalized by their standard deviations. The top row (a,b) shows the845
CPC time series, ERAinterim is shown in panels (c,d). The bottom panels846
(e,f) show the PDFs for the station-based NAO time series. The dashed line847
indicates a fitted normal distribution. 40848
3 Autocorrelation functions for (a) the AO and (b) the NAO. The horizontal849
lines indicate the values of e−1 and zero. The dotted black lines indicate the850
functions e−t/τ , where τ = 3 and 10 days. 41851
4 The integral decorrelation time τI curves for (a) the AO and (b) the NAO. 42852
5 Same as Figure 2, but for the power spectra. The dashed line indicates a slope853
following a power law of -1 for the AO, and -2 for the NAO, as indicated. 43854
6 Lyapunov spectra, i.e. the values of the Lyapunov exponents sorted by size855
as described in the text, for the index time series of (a) the AO and (b) the856
NAO. Note the different y-axes and the overlapping curves for the station-857
based indices. 44858
7 1/λ+, i.e. the inverse of the sum of all positive Lyapunov exponents as a859
measure of predictability [days] for (a) the AO and (b) the NAO. Note the860
different y-axes. 45861
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Fig. 1. Daily index time series of the AO (a,b) and NAO (c–f) for 01-Jan-1979 to 31-
Dec-1980. Panels (a) and (c) show the time series for CPC, while panels (b) and (d) show
the proprietary time series for ERAinterim. Panel (e) shows the NAO time series for the
station-based Cropper time series and (f) shows the proprietary station-based NAO time
series ERAi-RPDL (see text for description).
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10 0 f) NAO ERAi-RPDL
Fig. 3. Probability density functions (PDFs) for the index time series of the NAO (left
column) and the AO (right column) normalized by the standard deviation. The top row
(a,b) shows the CPC time series, ERAinterim is shown in panels (c,d). The bottom panel
(e) shows the PDF for the station-based NAO Cropper time series. The dashed line indicates
a fitted normal distribution.
42
ig. 2. Probability density functions (PDFs) for the index time series of the NAO and
the AO normalized by their standard deviations. The top row (a,b) shows the CPC time
series, ERAinterim is shown in panels (c,d). The bottom panels (e,f) show the PDFs for the
station-based NAO time series. The dashed line indicates a fitted normal distribution.
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Fig. 3. Autocorrelation functions for the AO (top) and the NAO (bottom). The horizontal
lines indicate the values of e 1 and zero. The error bounds for ERAinterim are shaded in
purple. The dotted black lines indicate the functions e t/⌧ , where ⌧ = 3 and 10.
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t values of e 1 and zero. The dotted lack lines indicate the functions  t/⌧ ,
where ⌧ = 3 and 10.
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Fig. 3. Autocorrelation functions for (a) the AO and (b) the NAO. The horizontal lines
indicate the values of e−1 and zero. The dotted black lines indicate the functions e−t/τ , where
τ = 3 and 10 days.
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Fig. 4. The integral decorrelation time ⌧I curves for (a) the AO and (b) the NAO.
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Fig. 4. The integral decorrelation time τI curves for (a) the AO and (b) the NAO.
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Fig. 6. Same as Figure ??, but for the power spectra. The dashed line indicates a slope
following a power law of -1 for the AO, and -2 for the NAO, as indicated.
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Fig. 5. Same as Figure 2, but for the power spectra. The dashed line indicates a slope
following a power law of -1 for the AO, and -2 for the NAO, as indicated.
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Fig. 6. Lyapunov spectra, i.e. the values of the Lyapunov exponents sorted by size as
described in the text, for the index time series of (a) the AO and (b) the NAO. Note the











































































Fig. 7. 1/λ+, i.e. the inverse of the sum of all positive Lyapunov exponents as a measure
of predictability [days] for (a) the AO and (b) the NAO. Note the different y-axes.
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